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What to do after tifa falls

神羅ビルの情報 (Shinra Biru no Jōhō?, lit. Information about the Shinra Building) Cloud Strife, Tifa Lockhart, Barret Wallace Reach for the Skyview Hall Cloud Strife, Tifa Lockhart, Barret Wallace Use the ElevatorUse the Emergency Stairwell Cloud Strife, Tifa Lockhart, Barret Wallace Reach for the Skyview Hall Cloud Strife, Tifa Lockhart, Barret
Wallace Reach for the Skyview Hall Shrina Building Intel, Acquiring the Keycard, Reach for the Skyview Hall, Use the Elevator, and Use the Emergency Stairwell are quests in Chapter 16, "The Belly of the Beast" in Final Fantasy VII Remake. They take place in the Shinra Building. Cloud Strife, Tifa Lockhart, and Barret Wallace gather intel to learn
where to find Aerith Gainsborough is being held in the building. Walkthrough[] Acquiring the Keycard[] Approach Tifa by the reception console for some dialogue, then run past her and Barret up the stairs, and interact with small device by the door, which cannot be activated without a keycard. After a cutscene, the player controls Tifa and must climb
across several lights to reach the keycard. Move forward to hop between the lights, and Tifa will fall after the second. After she falls below, obtain the 2,000 gil chest on the floor on the right-hand side, then run to the middle with a group of cars and walk onto the top of one of the cars. Hop across a few platforms to reach the bottom of a ledge with a
ladder; before climbing it, use a set of handlebars to cross the gap to another ledge, then another set of handlebars to reach a purple treasure chest with the Purple Pain weapon for Tifa . Retrace steps to return to the first ledge, and use the ladder to climb up. At the top of the ledge, a set of handlebars lead across to another ledge. Move across them
to reach the ledge, then cross the handlebars right right onto a platform. Across another set of handlebars, head right and drop onto a platform, then move forward to grab the next set of handlebars, move back and right to another ledge. On the back-right ledge, head right again across another set of handlebars, and instead of attempting to go to the
end to another ledge, head left onto a steel beam, walk left, then turn back to the handlebars and head left onto the ledge. Climb the ladder here and hop across the light platforms until a smaller light can be swung from. As Tifa swings back, press to pull back and gain momentum, until she is able to swing to the next. Eventually, she will reach the
receptionist desk and obtain the keycard. Iron Maiden. After Tifa obtains the card, a short cutscene commences, and the player can choose between "Use the Elevator" and "Use the Emergency Stairwell". The exhibition hall on the east can also be entered, and a treasure chest contains an iron maiden armor. Head back up the stairs and choose either
option. Use the Elevator[] The elevator is located on the right side after taking the stairs up to reach it, and leads to a few combat encounters and a cutscene. Of six elevators, the back-right is available to use; enter it to go to the tenth floor and fight two elite security officers, which can be dispatched using character abilities. Once they are defeated,
return to the elevator, and the party will be taken to the 20th floor with three elite security officers. After using the elevator again, a cutscene will take place, and the party eventually arrive on the 59th floor. Use the Emergency Stairwell[] The emergency stairwell is located on the left side after using the stairs, and leads to short gameplay with
comedic dialogue. Behind a door, the stairwell is located. Enter and the party will then run up the stairs. Barret and Tifa will run up the stairs at a different pace, as Tifa will run up faster than Cloud while Barret will fall behind most of the way; it is not possible to outpace Tifa.[1] Cloud climbs slower the further up the player is. After reaching the top,
dialogue will commence, followed by a cutscene, as the party arrive on the 59th floor. Reach for Skyview Hall[] View from Skyview Hall. When the party arrives on the 59th floor Skyview Hall, walk forward and Barret and Tifa will ask Cloud to look at something. Approach them at the window for a cutscene. After this, head back in a straight line
towards a holographic receptionist, updating the keycard to a visitor's pass, granting access to the upper floor. This will lead into the next quest, "Playing the Tourist". Behind the scenes[] "Acquiring the Keycard" was many of many set pieces added by the developers to allow players to control other characters. For Tifa's set piece, they wished to use
her agility, hence the platforming segment.[1] References[] Chapter 16: The Belly of the Beast is the 16th story mission in Final Fantasy 7 (VII) Remake. This walkthrough will guide you through all objectives of The Belly of the Beast Main Mission. The Belly of the Beast starts when you complete The Day Midgar Stood Still. Area: Sector 0 – Shinra
Electric Power Company Requirement: Complete Chapter 15: The Day Midgar Stood Still Objectives: Infiltration Bust Out of the Garage Shinra Building Intel Acquiring the Keycard Reach for the Skyview Hall Use the Elevator Use the Emergency Stairwell Playing the Tourist A Helping Hand Reconnaissance Operation: Save Aerith Infiltration The
current plan for the group is to sneak into the main Shinra building through the parking garage. Continue along the path until you reach a split leading left down some stairs or forward to a vending machine. At the split, there is one chest that contains 2 Hi-Potions, and the one by the vending machine contains a Turbo-Ether. Grab these and use the
vending machine if you need, then go back down the stairs at the split in the path. Proceed over the bridge and the crew will automatically jump on top of a truck to get inside. Inside Barret will fall off, and you’ll need to deal with a group of Elite Security Officers before continuing. Bust Out of the Garage Follow the path through the garage and pass
through the first gate. You’ll need to deal with another couple Elite Security Officers, then a pair of 3-C SOLDIER Operatives. Proceed through the second gate, after which you will find four more Elite Security Officers and three guard dogs. In this room before proceeding, go to the North side to find a chest that contains a Molotov Cocktail. Proceed
under the door to the next area. Here you will have a large group of enemies that will likely attack you all at once: three Guard Dogs, three Elite Riot Officers, and two 3-C SOLDIER Operators. Make good use of any abilities you have that can deal group damage like Triple Slash or Blade Burst to hit as many of the enemies at once as you can, as they
swarm quickly towards you. Before leaving the garage, go to the North-East corner of this section to find a chest that contains 2 Mega-Potions. Head out of the garage and up the stairs into the next area. Shinra Building Intel In the building lobby before going to the objective, head around the front to the South-West corner to find a chest by a planter,
that will contain a Moogle Medal. Head over to the reception booth by Tifa and Barret, then follow them up the stairs to the second level, then inspect the door at the North wall. Acquiring the Keycard Tifa opts to try jumping across the lights to get into the reception booth. Follow the lights around to the front, and when jumping off the third one she
will fall to the lower area. Down here before progressing go to the East side down the smaller corridor to find a chest that contains 2,000 gil. Go to the middle of the area and then hop up onto the car that’s beside the bike. From here you can then travel over the purple lit sculptures over to the pillar with a ladder on it. Don’t climb the ladder yet
though. You will likely automatically grab the above lighting frame when walking by it. Travel to the end of this one, then take the second one from the platform to get over to a purple chest, which will contain Purple Pain, Tifa’s final weapon. Head back and this time climb up the ladder. From here you can follow the path along the lighting frames in a
linear fashion. At the top of the next ladder, you will be able to jump onto the platform lights again. After the fourth one Tifa will make it to the hanging lights, and to get off those you need to hit with the correct timing to swing farther. Reach for the Skyview Hall The group learns they need to get to Skyview Hall to reach the lab, so head back up the
stairs. Before using the keycard on the door in the middle (which has the objective marker on it), make a little detour to the door on the right, leading into the Exhibition Hall. In there you find a chest with a new armor Iron Maiden. After this go back to the middle door (objective marker) and open it to advance. Use the Elevator/Use the Emergency
Stairwell Here you get the choice between taking the elevator or taking the stairs up to the 59th floor. For story purposes whichever you choose doesn’t matter, you will just get some different character dialogue depending on which you pick, and if you pick elevator you’ll get in two easy fights on the way up. Neither route has any items to pick up so
basically just choose which you would rather do in the current playthrough. In the Skyview Lounge, go interact with the hologram receptionist to continue. Playing the Tourist After the keycard is updated, head through either door then up the escalator at the back of the room to continue. Proceed through the 60th floor at your own pace, you can look
at as much or as little as you want. When finished continue up to the 61st floor where you enter the theater and will get a long cutscene about the history of the planet. When it’s finished, continue back out of the theater. A Helping Hand You will be lead up to the 62nd floor, where you can then proceed through a door to meet someone. You will get an
updated keycard, then need to head to the 63rd floor. In the library, if you speak to Hart you can pay him 10,000 gil to give you info on the person you need to meet, which you should do. The info you get isn’t that important, but he also gives you an EKG Cannon, which is Barret’s final weapon. Before leaving the library you should also run around to
the North side of the ring to find a chest that will contain 3,000 gil. Go down to the bottom floor of the library, then out the main doors to get back to the escalator room. Head up one floor to get to the 63rd, then through the door to the South to get to the area you need to search in. Continue South and you will reach the cafeteria area, where your
contact is. You can search around if you want on the lower floor, or just head upstairs immediately to the second level. Before talking to the man in front of the combat simulator, go to the South-East corner of the floor where you can find a bench and a Jukebox. Interact with this Jukebox to receive disc 31. Scarlet’s Theme. If you collected every disc
up to this point, picking up this one will earn you the trophy Disc Jockey for collecting all music discs. You can also stop at the nearby shop, where you can purchase any shop weapons you might have missed up to this point, or purchases new high-level armor pieces. When you want to continue, speak to the man in front of the combat simulator. This
is your contact, but before he gives you the card he wants you to prove to him you’re not going to mess up by beating a challenge in the combat simulator. When you’re ready to participate, head inside and interact with the pillar in the middle of the room. Three-Person Team vs. Mayor Is Best This combat challenge starts with you fighting two
Cutters, so before you start it would be best to put Elemental Materia along with Lightning on your weapon for an easier time. Note you also can’t use items during this fight, so be sure you have Cure and potentially Raise on at least a character or two. When you finish the encounter go back outside and speak to the contact again, who will then give
you the new keycard and suggests a course of action for you to take. At this point, you gain some new challenges that you can do in the simulator for extra rewards. If you want to do them you can only do them right now before progressing but can come back in chapter select after finishing the game and work on them. Reconnaissance When you are
all ready to continue with the story, head back out to the escalator room and up to the 64th floor. Use the keycard to get into the main Conference Area. Go to the South-East corner of the floor to find the men’s bathroom, then go inside and head to the furthest stall to find the air duct. Proceed through the vent towards the objective. At the second
split go left first where you can pick up an HP Up Materia. Operation: Save Aerith After the cutscene head out of the bathroom, then go out to the elevator room to find Hojo. You automatically be through the lab door, then can head up the stairs. At the top, you can find a bench and vending machine to use, as well as a chest that contains 2 Antidotes.
In the same hallway opposite the bench and vending machine, there is another chest that contains 2 Celeris. Continue down the hallway, and when you get to the room with the tanks of green fluid there is one more chest on the right that contains 2 Remedies. After grabbing it, continue up the stairs after Hojo. Boss Fight: Specimen H01512 This is a
really easy boss battle, which is a good thing because they’re about to get a lot tougher. Specimen H0512 is strong but moves slowly so you can damage it from distance with Barret without having to worry about being interrupted, or you can use the pincer movement with Cloud and Tifa up close. Use Punisher Mode, then dodge around him and hit
him from behind with your abilities! You should be targeting the Left Claw first as knocking that out will Pressure him and go a long way to putting him in Stagger. The main things you need to watch out for are its minions, the little cockroach-type things with one eyeball. Make those your priority otherwise they’ll niggle at you. Triple Slash them to
oblivion and get back to working on Specimen. Luckily, the more health it loses, the more aggressive it gets. It’ll start swinging for you more frequently, which works perfectly if you’re in Punisher Mode. Counterattack it to death, chipping in with Maximum Fury and Starshower from Barret and Tifa, remembering to always go for the Claw first if it’s
out, then the main body. Keep this up and as long as you remember to wipe out the minions instantly as they’re spawned, this will be one of your easiest fights in a long time. Hit, dodge behind him, hit again, win. Hard Difficulty Tips: There’s nothing else to add on Hard Mode except it might be best to put your Magnify-Cure on Barret since he’s the
only character who won’t be up close and susceptible to Specimen’s physical attacks. As long as you kill the minions fast, Barret will barely take damage. After the enemy is defeated, head over to the elevator and press the button beside to ride it up. After a cutscene, you’ll need to deal with a group six various security officers. After defeating them
and freeing Aerith, you’ll need to deal with two new enemies called Armoured Shock Troopers. These are Shinra Troops in suits of robotic armor, so are weak to Lightning instead of fire. When you deal enough damage to the suit of armor the pilot will eject from it, causing it to explode and damaging you if you are near. You then need to defeat the
Enhanced Shock Trooper that skates around the area. When both enemies are defeated, follow Aerith up the stairs out of the room. After the cutscene, walk to the end of the hallway, then the chapter will end. This finishes Chapter 16: The Belly of the Beast in Final Fantasy VII Remake. Now the mission Deliverance from Chaos starts. Next Up:
Chapter 17: Deliverence from Chaos For all other Mission Walkthroughs, check out our complete Final Fantasy 7 (VII) Walkthrough.
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